HOST

PURPOSE
Specifies the host manufacturer and model.

DESCRIPTION
This command receives almost nil usage. The implementors of DATAPLOT on your computer should have adjusted the host specification to the correct setting.

SYNTAX
HOST <manufacturer> <model>
where <manufacturer> identifies the host;
and  <model> identifies the specific model number.

EXAMPLES
HOST IBM 3033
HOST VAX 11/780
HOST UNIVAC 1100/80
HOST PERKIN-ELMER 3240

NOTE
The HOST command with no arguments reverts the host to default.

DEFAULT
The default host is implementation dependent.

SYNONYMS
None

RELATED COMMANDS
HOST LINK = Sets the manufacturer and model for the communications link.
BAUD = Sets the baud rate.
ERASE DELAY = Sets the delay for screen erasure.
COPY DELAY = Sets the delay for screen hardcopying.

APPLICATIONS
Rare usage

IMPLEMENTATION DATE
Pre-1987